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The paper presents several problems of computer calculation of K-indices and of the 
methods that are suggested for solving this task. It recalls previous tests of sampling rate, 
the result of which is that 1 minute sampling rate is inadequate even when the methods 
are being tested. The paper calls attention to the questions of K-indices in connection with 
INTERMAGNET.
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1. Introduction

This brief note is concerned with the determination of АГ-indices and 
other indices from digital data, and with new, purely digital indices. We do 
not set out to define yet more algorithms but rather to add some points that 
may have been overlooked.

2. Digital representation of the /Gindex

There have been, for several years now, several algorithms in existence 
that claim to derive AT-indices from digital data. One such algorithm 
[W a l k e r  1987] has been used routinely for several years for determining 
the published ^-indices for three Canadian observatories; there may be
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others. Some of the algorithms are simple and straightforward, others are 
quite complex, involving Fourier-type analysis and pattem recognition, or 
data-adaptive techniques [including R a n g a r a ja n  and M u r t y  1980, R id 
d ic k  and S t u a r t  1984, H o p g o o d  1986, G o l o v k o v  et al. 1989, W ilso n  
1987, W a l k e r  1987, Ja n k o w s k i et al. 1988, P ir jo l a  et al. 1989, H a tin g h  
et al. 1988]. All are concerned with the production of the so-called 'regular 
variation’, the SR curve for each day, that is to be removed from the data to 
provide the residuals to be scaled in three-hour segments to obtain the 
ranges that are converted to the К  scale for that particular observatory. This 
is not an insignificant task—the definition of the ‘regular variation’ is itself 
not conducive to clear analytical description, let alone the determination of 
it on a daily basis from data at a single observing point. Nonetheless, several 
recent algorithms do seem to have made reasonable attempts at modelling 
the Sr for some observatories. These algorithms are at the present time being 
submitted to a test, by using them on a one-year data set from twelve 
observatories [see M e n v ie l l e  and S u c k s d o r f f , in this proceedings]. The 
indices derived from these algorithms are compared with the ^-indices that 
have been handscaled from the data in the traditional way. Some of these 
results are presented at this Workshop (P a p it a s h v il i et al. and W il s o n  and 
G r e e n ).

Such a test is fine, so long as the digital data and the handscaling are 
good quality. However, one observation from the comparisons so far 
presented using this test data set, both here and elsewhere, is that none of 
the algorithms seem to result in better than about 85% agreement with 
hand-scaled indices, and often much worse. To those of us who are 
concerned about the maintenance of the quality of the long series of 
ÄT-indices, this is disturbing. Is this difference simply a result of a basic 
‘slackness’ in the definition of the Æ’-index itself? Some years ago, in the 
early days of ‘digital K ’, opponents to the early algorithms pointed out that 
‘well-trained hand-scalers agreed within 2 or 3%’, and that computer 
methods should achieve the same degree of agreement. More recently, it 
is interesting to find that some comparisons are now showing that hand- 
scalers more typically can disagree by as much as 15 %. This may be a result 
of the loss of a central figurehead who was very concerned with training 
of handscalers.

In interpreting these statistics, however, we need to take into account 
the borderline cases. A level of disagreement between 5 and 10% can be
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obtained by not including the borderline cases, whereas the level of 
disagreement increases to 15% when the borderline cases are included. A 
degree of agreement of the order of 85 % between computer and handscaled 
indices may be acceptable, provided the differences do not exceed 1 unit 
and they are distributed at random.

There is, however, one other point that has been overlooked by most 
people since its introduction in 1983. That is the question of digital 
sampling rate. N ib l e t t  et al. [1984] compared A'-indices that were hand- 
scaled from photographic Ruska magnetograms at some Canadian obser
vatories with АГ-indices that were handscaled from computer plots of digital 
data recorded at those same observatories. The digital data were available 
at 5 seconds intervals, although the magnetometer was sampling internally 
at 1 second intervals. Plots were produced using spot data samples at 
5 seconds, 20 seconds, 30 seconds, 40 seconds and 60 seconds, by simple 
data point skipping. In addition, the 1 second data were fdtered twice to 
produce samples at 1 minute intervals. The frequency responses of the 
filters were published in the paper. The frequency response of the Ruska 
magnetometer was determined experimentally to be flat between periods 
of 10 seconds and at least several hours. The results of this comparison 
clearly showed that sampling rates are important for the proper determina
tion of АГ-indices (Fig. 1). Plots from data at 1-minute samples, filtered or 
not, did not produce accurate A'-indices. It must be emphasized that this is 
a result of sampling rate—not the choice of SR curve—the same SR curve 
was used for the different plots and the analogue magnetogram.

Subsequent to this, W a l k e r  [1987], in his paper describing his 
^-algorithm, provide a similar test result. In his case he used his algorithm 
to produce an SR curve, and then applied the same SR curve to data sets 
sampled at 10 seconds, 30 seconds, 60 seconds, 90 seconds and 120 se
conds. Again, the results clearly showed the effect of inadequate sampling 
rate on the actual values of AT-indices — relative to a given SR curve (Fig. 2).

This raises several serious points. If, as we argue, the sampling rate 
that is being used in the present К  test data set (i.e. 1 minute) is inadequate, 
are the comparisons valid? Practically speaking, to our knowledge, there is 
only one observatory network (Canadian) that at the moment routinely 
samples at a rate that could improve on the 1 minute sampling rate. (In fact, 
the Canadian AT-indices are routinely derived from 10 second data). If we, 
as a community, are able to choose an algorithm for SR should it be
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Fig. 1. The percentage disagreement between ^-indices derived from Ruska magne
tograms (Kr) and those from computer plots derived from digital data at various samp

ling rates (Ka) [after N lB L E T T  et al. 1 9 8 4 ]

1. ábra. A Ruska magnetogramokból (Kr) és a digitális regisztrátumokból kirajzolt 
magnetogramokból (Ka) levezetett ÁMndexek közötti százalékos eltérés különböző 

mintavételi frekvenciákra [NlBLETT és mások 1984 után]

Рис. 1. Расхождения в процентах между индексами К , выводимыми из ма
гнитограмм Руска (Кг) и магнитограмм, вычерченных по цифровым записям 

(Ка) при различных частотах наблюдений [по NlBLETT et a l .1984]

subjected to tests with data at faster sampling rates, so that we know what 
we are missing by staying with 1 minute data? If, as we expect, there will 
be a resultant degradation in the АГ-indices, are we prepared to accept what 
amounts to a degradation in the quality of the long series of published 
AT-indices?

The potential degradation of the AT-index by the introduction of 
‘defective’ computer-derived SR curves has generated a great deal of 
emotional debate. Yet, the question of sampling rate has been ignored. As 
we move into the era of INTERMAGNET, which promises rapid determi
nation of indices, we must face this question— because by the nature of 
the limitations on data transmissions, INTERMAGNET observatories will 
only transmit data sampled at 1 minute intervals. Are we, de facto, com
mitted to a degradation of the quality of the AT-index? Or, are we going to
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S a m p lin g  in te rv a l in s e c o n d s

Fig. 2. The percentage disagreement between /^-indices derived from 19 second data 
(K10) and data sampled at lower rates (Kq) [after Walker 1987].

2. ábra. К  indexek százalékos eltérése 19 másodperces (K10) és alacsonyabb 
mintavételi frekvenciájú (Kq) alakból számítva [Walker 1987 után]

Puc. 2. Расхождение в процентах между инсдексами К, рассчитанными по 
форматам 19 с (К10) и более низких частот наблюдений [по WALKER 1987]

insist that the algorithm for SR production be sufficiently simple that it can 
be automatically derived in the (unmanned) observatory computer so that 
the ЛГ-indices are computed at the (often-remote) observatory from data that 
is sampled at a higher rate but not transmitted? Or, are we going to accept 
the status-quo—that ЛГ-indices are not near-real-time, but delayed in pro
duction? We must be clear on what is required, because considerable cost 
is involved, both in instrumentation and in person-time.

In effect, it is becoming essential that we clearly distinguish between 
the users of the true ЛГ-index, and those who use ЛГ because it happens to 
be closest to what they believe they need. In most, if not all cases, the latter 
group’s needs can be met by one or more near-real-time indices that are 
approximations to the ‘true, traditional ЛГ’.

The previous argument points very strongly to the derivation of new 
indices that take advantage of the capabilities of digital data, available in
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near-real-time, but that are not constrained by a need to be scrupulously 
close to the traditional /Г-index. Some proposals for such indices already 
exist [S t u a r t  and G r e e n  1987].

3. Digital representation of other indices

Much of the concern over the application of digital data to the 
production of indices has centred around the controversy of the /f-index, 
and has to some extent overshadowed the concerns for other indices such 
as the AE, A L ,A U  series. These indices, though more clearly defined, still 
have problems associated with a subjective choice of reference level. But 
more important, at present, is the need to assemble data rapidly from a group 
of stations, some of which are not yet producing digital data in a timely 
fashion. The situation ranges from no digital data at all, through poor data, 
to good data but delayed by weeks or months. The promise of INTERMAG
NET again is to provide timely data. The challenge then is to process the 
data to produce the indices in a correspondingly timely way. In similar vein, 
the Dst index can also benefit from timely digital data.

The International Service of Geomagnetic Indices is investigating the 
possibility of deriving the present IAGA indices (aa, Kp, Dst, AE, A U, AL, 
am, an, as) using INTERMAGNET data, ^-derived indices would be 
computed in Europe (Orsay/St. Maur, France, and Göttingen, Germany) in 
close liaison with the Paris INTERMAGNET Geomagnetic Information 
Node; the A U, AL, AE, and Dst indices would be computed in Japan. This 
implies that the observatories involved in the derivation of IAGA indices 
be active in the INTERMAGNET network as soon as possible (see IAGA 
Bulletin no. 32, or M e n v ie l l e  [1990], for lists of these observatories). It is 
worth noting that the ‘IAGA indices observatories’ provide us with relevant 
descriptions of the magnetic transient variations on a planetary scale, except 
for polar phenomena. These TAGA indices observatories’ would therefore 
provide a useful skeleton for the INTERMAGNET network, from the 
transient variation standpoint.

However, no matter what kind of amplitude-dependent index is used, 
it will be affected by sampling rate and filtering. The 1-minute sampling 
rate fits with the present requirements for Dst, AU, AL, and AE  derivation. 
On the contrary, the filtering process used in the derivation scheme for these
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indices (2.5 minute or 1 hour averages) could be improved to take advan
tage of the availability of the 1-minute digital data. More generally, the 
filtering will always reduce amplitudes, and the selection of the filter used 
when processing geomagnetio data (observatory data as well as indices) 
should also be discussed in the near future, with clear recommendations 
made.

4. New concepts for digital indices

The results obtained with АГ-derived indices in solar-terrestrial and 
magnetospheric physics clearly show the relevance of indices based upon 
К  indices from subauroral-latitude observatories in describing the global 
status of the magnetosphere. The computation of an index according to the 
same scheme as that for the am index, but with 3-hour intervals shifted by 
successive 12 or 15 minute intervals, would provide a relevant monitoring 
of the magnetospheric energy. Preliminary values of this index could be 
computed with only a short delay using the INTERMAGNET 1-minute 
data. Definitive indices could be computed later with 10 second values. 
Such an index is an extrapolation of the existing am index, and one can 
therefore easily foresee its effectiveness.

In tandem with digital determination of К, AE  and Dst indices, and 
with the introduction of digitally conceived indices that mimic to some 
degree the /f-index [e.g. S t u a r t  and G r e e n  [1987], there exists the chal
lenge to create new, very different types of index, possible now through 
the use of microcomputers and rapidly sampled, good-quality digital data.

For example, such indices may take the form of spectral indicators, as 
suggested by G r e e n  and W il s o n  at this Tihany workshop. Or, through th e  
aegis of INTERMAGNET, data from many observatories may be combi
ned in an INTERMAGNET node to compute a regional index from a 
modelling procedure such as proposed by W a l k e r  [1 9 8 9 ]. There are many 
possibilities.

Further, there is also a need for warning, or alert, indicators. These do 
not necessarily meet the rather stringent requirements that apply to indices 
such as К, AE  and so on, but rather they are designed specifically for a 
particular user group. These indicators will be developed in collaboration 
with the users, whether in the electric power industry, communications,
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exploration, or elsewhere, and they may be quite local in their applicability. 
One simple indicator for possible application with the power industry, for 
example, has been proposed by Ja n s e n  van B e e k  (private communication).

5. Summary

At the IAGA Scientific Assembly in Exeter 1989, it was agreed that 
a decision on the future determination of Ä'-indices by computer must be 
taken at the Vienna 1991 Assembly —enough effort will have been spent, 
and other matters must come to occupy our working time. To do this, the 
comparison of proposed algorithms must be completed, and a recommen
dation made for the future. The question of the significance of sampling 
rate must be resolved and an acknowledgement of the consequences of the 
ensuing action must be accepted.

Other existing indices can only benefit from the digitalization of the 
observatory network. New innovative indices and warning indicators are 
sought, and proposals are welcomed. The authors of this note form a joint 
subcommittee of IAGA Working Group V-5 and INTERMAGNET to 
receive such proposals for consideration, and scientists are encouraged to 
submit proposals to us.
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NÉHÁNY GONDOLAT AZ ÚJ DIGITÁLIS MÁGNESES INDEXEKKEL
KAPCSOLATBAN

Richard L. COLES és Michel MENVIELLE

A cikk a K- indexek gépi számításának illetve ezen feladat néhány javasolt megoldási 
módjának gondjait ismerteti. Emlékeztet a mintavételi frekvenciák megválasztásával 
kapcsolatos vizsgálatokra, melyek szerint a perces mintavételnél nagyobb felbontás 
szükséges már a módszerek tesztelésénél is. Felhívja a figyelmet az indexek kérdésével 
kapcsolatos eldöntendő problémára az INTERMAGNET-tel kapcsolatban
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Н ЕКО ТО РЫ Е ИДЕИ ОТНОСЯЩ ИЕСЯ К ИНДЕКСАМ  К СОЗДАВАЕМ ЫМ
ИЗ ЦИФРОВЫ Х ДАННЫ Х

Р. Л. КОЛС и М. МЕНВЬЕЛ

В статье рассматриваются затруднения, связанные с рассчетом индексов К  
на компьютерах и с некоторыми предлагаемыми способами реш ения этой 
задачи. Напоминаются исследования, связанные с выбором частот для произво
дства наблюдений, в соответствии с результатами которых уже при тестировке 
методов разрешение должно быть больше, нежели при минутных измерениях. 
Обращается внимание на проблему, которая долж на быть решена в связи с 
вопросом индексов в связи с INTERMAGNET.


